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refers to the messages of the Duke whom she does not love and is resolved to reject.   But Sidney's
admiration was reciprocated.
" Stella; think not that I by verse seek fame,
Who seek, who hope, who love, who live but thee.
Thine eyes my pride; thy lips my history:*'
No credit could be claimed for his poems, no inventiveness ascribed to them,—
" Since all my words thy beauty doth indite,
And Love doth hold my hand and make me write."1
In his Defense of Poesie treating of the technical differences between classic and modern
poetry,—commenting on the Italian, Dutch, Spanish and French languages in relation to the music
and majesty of verse,—he had pleaded for " the English," before any other modern tongue, as best
permitting the expression of melodious beauty:
" So that since the ever praiseworthy Poesie is full of virtue, breeding delightfulness, and void
of no gift that ought to be in the noble name of learning, since the blames laid against it are
either false or feeble, since the came why it is not esteemed in England is the fault of Poet-apes not
Poets; since lastly our tongue is more fit to honour Poesie, and to be honoured by Poesie, I conjure
you, . . . even in the name of the Nine Muses, no more to scorn the sacred mysteries of Poesie;
no more to laugh at the name of Poets as though they were inheritors to fools ....
" ... if you have so earth-creeping a mind that it cannot lift itself up to look to the skies of
Poetrie, . . . then, though I will not wish unto you the asses ears of Midas, . . . nor to be rimed to
death as is said to be done in Ireland, yet thus much curse I must send you in behalf of all Poets:
that while you live, you live in love and never get favour for lacking skill of a Sonnet; and when
you die, your memory die from the earth for want of an epitaph."
Even as mediaeval poetry and romance were born of faith and valour, inspired by love, so, in
Elizabethan literature, love was recognised as the guardian angel of genius. True love, as Castiglione
had said, should so inspire the lover as to make him " more than man."2
1 Sonnet XC. As to Lady Penelope's beauty, it is first mentioned during her childhood, by a Welsh
bard (E.E. Vol. Ill, p. 26), and often afterwards. But the various portraits painted in her youth
have vanished. The only picture known to the present writer is one in the drawing room at
Lambeth Palace, depicting her late in life, in James I's reign, after she was Countess of Devonshire.
It is supposed that the Defense of Poesie was written in 1579 or 1580; whereas the Sonnets were
mostly impelled by distress over Lady Penelope's marriage in 1581. When in the Defense of Poesie
Sidney refers to himself as having " slipped " into poetrie " in these my not old years and idlest times,"
he was presumably referring to the masque he had composed to be acted previously at Wilton, and
to the Eclogues in Arcadia; not to the Stella and Astrophel Sonnets yet to come. To reply in
detail to critics who insist that the Sonnets are " conventional" exercises, would be easy but tedious.
None of the writers who arbitrarily dismiss Lady Penelope show any signs of having read her letters,
(not to Sidney but to her relations and others). These have been examined by the present writer,
and will be published in E.E. under their dates where relevant.
*// Cortegiano: Book III. (ed: 1727. p. 319).

